
 
 

 

May 15, 2015 

 

 

Subject:  Professional Reference Check   

Client:   Community Bank 

Candidate:  Joe B. 

 

The following is a professional reference check on Joe B., candidate for the Senior 

Relationship Manager position for Community Bank in Denver, CO. 

 

I spoke with Mr. Smith – SVP Commercial Team Leader at Regional Bank.  I asked Mr. 

Smith a series of questions about Joe’s strengths, professional qualifications and 

demeanor, leadership abilities and his opinion on areas of needed improvement.   

 

The key excerpts from that conversation are as follows:  

 

If you have additional questions for Mr. Smith about Joe he can be reached at 303-111-

1111 or smith@yahoo.com.  

 

Tim Pendergast – President  

Corporate Talent Inc.   

 

How do you and Joe know each other?   

 

I’ve known Joe for over 10 years and we have worked together as peers at one point but 

primarily as competitors in the market.  We see Joe, representing the Bank in market 

quite often.   

 

He has an excellent reputation in the market even though the Bank has some limitations 

in terms of their smaller lending limit.  We (My Bank) focus on the higher quality, $5 to 

$25 million CRE deals.  We see Joe and other Banks on a regular basis.  This is a very 

competitive market and you need to have a constant pipeline of deals in the works and 

Candidate has very good business development skills….he is good at it and he enjoys it.  

But you also have to be capable of evaluating deals quickly.  That takes good credit skills 

and Joe has very good credit skills.   

 

He also understands the market and knows when and which deals he should spend time 

on, and when to manage the customers’ expectations early on and not waste anyone’s 

time.   



 

Can you comment on what Joe’s career motivations are at this point?  He has been at the 

Bank for 6 years and has been one of their top producers.  

 

One of the big frustrations Joe has had with the Bank is…..as the market has increasingly 

become more competitive, he has had to pull out of a lot deals early on because of the 

Bank’s high margin threshold for new deals and customers are less willing to split a deal 

up with 2 to 3 banks.  All the other banks I referenced can do the entire deal whereas the 

Bank cannot.  

 

Compensation is always a motivating factor when it comes to evaluating your career and 

Joe’s no different.  I don’t’ know the exact details but when you have to walk away from 

a lot of quality deals that the other banks are doing, it’s going to affect your 

compensation.  Joe has been successful because he works twice as hard to get the same 

annual production of his peers in the market so that’s part of it.   

 

I take it that you feel his sales; credit and client relationship skills are solid?  What about 

his ability to manage - upwards and downward?   

 

I would say better than “solid”.  I would say is he very good in those areas.   

 

I can’t comment directly about Joe’s leadership skills but he conducts himself everyday 

with the skills and savvy that good managers do.  Joe isn’t in a formal management role 

today at the Bank but I know he is involved with a lot of special projects and has a lot of 

strategic input there.  He also helps mentor new people and helps acclimate them into the 

organization.  

 

In my opinion Joe would make an excellent team leader in the near future and longer 

term I can see him taking on a bigger role. But he is a deal-guy at heart, so I doubt he 

would jump into a highly administrative management role or a baby sitter type role that I 

see at a lot of banks.  

 

Is there anything else from a strengths or areas of improvement perspective that would be 

helpful for us to know about Joe?   

 

I can’t think of a particular weakness that would hinder his success in doing what he is 

doing today.  We can all learn new skills and continue to improve and Joe is not afraid of 

learning new things, or doing the same things differently when circumstances warrant a 

different approach.   Joe is a very competitive guy but he is very professional.  I have no 

doubt Joe will contribute his part to Client’s Bank.   

 

Thank you Mr. Smith.  I greatly appreciate the information.  In the event I missed 

something here, can my client contact you directly?   

 

Absolutely.  Any time.   

 


